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CONGRATULATIONS!
So, you have finally launched your business
and are ready to take on your first clients.
You've gotten certified, you've built your
website, but have you considered what you
need in your client contract before signing
your first client? Here are 7 key items to
consider and the provisions you should have in
your client contract before you start. 

Disclaimer: This PDF is for informational and educational purposes only. If you need
legal advice or representation, please consult with legal counsel in your relevant
jurisdiction or reach out to us at www.sheydasemnanilaw.com for a free consultation.
This PDF does not establish an attorney-client relationship. 

7 key considerations to help you get and keep your dream clients 



1 .  R E F U N D ,  N O  S H O W  A N D  T E R M I N A T I O N   P O L I C Y  

What happens if the client decides they do not want the service before you have provided the service?
What happens if you provide the service and the customer is not satisfied and asks for a refund?
If this is an ongoing service, what happens if this person is a nightmare to work with and you do not want
to work with them anymore?
What happens if the client does not show up to pre-scheduled meetings? Will you allow them to re-
schedule without charging them? If so, how many times can they no show before you terminate them as
a client?

You are super excited that your first client signed up! What could possibly go wrong? Although we all hope
that everyone who signs with us will be the perfect match, that is not always the case. It is important to think
about the following:

It is important to remember that this is a two way street - the client may want to end things with you or you
may want to end things with them. Make sure you consider these possible scenarios before hand, write them
out and make it clear in your contract how and when the client relationship can be terminated by either
party. These terms can and should also be included in the Terms and Conditions of your website and any
other relevant documents. 

2 .  P A Y M E N T  A N D  S E R V I C E S

3 .  T I M I N G  

1-hour 1:1 call via Zoom
Unlimited messaging back and forth during business hours for 3 months
Access to a Facebook group

This may seem super obvious, but you will be surprised how often this is overlooked. You want to lay out
exactly the cost of the service and what that service includes as well as what it does not include. Some
examples of what may be included:

Make sure the price and how payment will occur is clearly stated (i.e., one time payment, 3 monthly
installments, etc.)

Timing of everything is very important. When will the client have to pay? When will the services be
performed? Will payment come before or after the services? If you are providing a call with a client, what is
the window that they can schedule the call (i.e. can they wait 3 months before scheduling the call, 6
months)? If the services are on an ongoing basis (unlimited messaging, for example), how long will that go on
for? Is there a deadline, a time limit? It is important to ask yourself if you have a "cut off point" (will you
cancel the service if the client doesn't take action at some point)? 



6 .  N O  C H A R G E B A C K S  

5 .  P R O P E R  S I G N A T U R E S !

4 .  G O V E R N I N G  L A W  

"This Agreement, and any and all claims or causes of action that arise out of or relate to this Agreement,
shall be governed by and construed, interpreted and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State
of California, without giving effect to any choice or conflict of law provision or rule (whether of the State
of California or any other jurisdiction) that would cause the application of the laws of any jurisdiction
other than the State of California."

Okay, you may be thinking that sounds like a whole lot of legal jargon. All it really means is where can
someone sue you and which state's law would be used to interpret the contract. Back in the day, if you were
a door-to-door salesman, this might not have mattered as much since your client probably lived close by.
However, it is becoming increasingly important in today's modern and global world. You may have clients in
different counties, states or even countries. You do not want them to be able to sue you somewhere else -
that would mean additional traveling costs for you, and let's face it, if they live in New York and you live in
California and they agree to sue only in California, it is also less likely they will bring a suit against you in the
first place. Here is an example of a simple CA governing law provision:

While a contract may be enforceable without signatures, why take the chance? I can't tell you how many
times someone has put a contract in place but does not follow up on signatures or get it signed properly. So
if you sent out your contract and the client is not signing or says it's fine or simply forgets, please make sure
to follow up on the signature as it can save you potential headaches down the road and it is just a good
practice to have. Make sure that you are signing on behalf of your entity (such as your LLC) rather than your
own personal name (assuming you will be operating your business through an entity - yes, you definitely
should). Here is an example of how that should look like:

XYZ, LLC

By: ____________________
Name: Jane Smith
Title: Manager 

It's a good idea to date the contract as well. 

Make sure to use the proper name and description when charging clients so that they know where the
charge is coming from
Include language in your contract such as: "The Client will not, under any circumstances, issue or
threaten to issue any chargebacks to the Company or to the Client’s credit card and/or form of
payment (ie, Stripe, PayPal) for any reason whatsoever related to the Program/Service. In the event of a
chargeback, the Company reserves its right to report it to the credit bureaus as a delinquent account."
Have a clear refund policy and properly communicate it to the client 

A chargeback is when a client successfully disputes a charge on their credit card and the charge is
refunded toward a payment. While there is no way to guarantee this never happens to you and the decision
is ultimately with the merchant, there are a few steps you can take to increase your chances of disputing a
chargeback if you ever get hit with one:

https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/the-client-will
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/circumstances
https://www.lawinsider.com/dictionary/threaten
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/to-issue
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/chargebacks
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/to-the-company
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/to-the-client
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/credit-card
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/and-or
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/form-of-payment
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/stripe
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/paypal
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/for-any-reason
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/whatsoever
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/related-to
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/the-program
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/in-the-event-of-a
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/company-reserves
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/report-it
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/credit-bureaus
https://www.lawinsider.com/clause/delinquent-account


7 .  Y O U R  H O U R S  
While it is not absolutely necessary to include this, I believe that in today's world where clients have the
potential to have constant access to you, it is important to set boundaries. Do you really want to be getting
client calls on a Saturday at 2pm? Maybe you do, but I sure don't, so it is important you establish the fact
ahead of time. Are there certain holidays, days or times that you will not be available? Will you be going on
vacation sometime soon? The better you communicate the times and days you are unavailable and give your
clients the opportunity to communicate with you when you are, the easier it will be for you to just say no.
Boundaries aren't only for family and friends, it's for business too! While the hope is most clients will respect
this, there is always the possibility of that one client constantly slipping into your DMs and trying to get a
hold of you during off hours. By making it clear in advance, you give yourself permission to ignore them or not
answer them and protect your sanity. And if they don't respect that, well you will have made it clear that you
can terminate them at any time (in your termination policy - see number 1)! 

I  H O P E  Y O U  H A V E  F O U N D  T H I S  I N F O R M A T I O N  U S E F U L .  P L E A S E  F E E L
F R E E  T O  C O N T A C T  U S  O R  B O O K  A  F R E E  C O N S U L T A T I O N  A T
W W W . S H E Y D A S E M N A N I L A W . C O M  A N D  G E T  S T A R T E D  O N  Y O U R
J O U R N E Y  T O D A Y !


